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* Android & iOS * Capture &
Analyze RSSI & BSSID *
Capture & Analyze Channels,
Carrier, RSSI, and dBm *
Capture and Analyze
Multipath, Propagation Delay,
TX power * Real-time
Multipath and Channel
Diversity Analysis *
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Full/differential Spectrum
analysis of 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz
* Capture and Analyze two-way
(receive & transmit) data rate *
Capture and Analyze
Frequency, Signal strength *
Capture and Analyze Real-time
Data (Time, Channels, RSSI) *
Capture and Analyze VHT
(802.11n) Channel Data *
Capture and Analyze Channels,
Signal strength, RSSI, and
dBm * Capture and Analyze
Saturation and De-saturation *
Multipath & Relay Test *
Support for both Android &



iOS * Designed for all
smartphones * Compatible with
most WIFI cards * Can be used
to analyze both 2.4GHz &
5.8GHz * Simple and intuitive
interface * Can capture and
analyze the RSSI, BSSID,
Channel, Rssi, TX power,
Signal strength, Multipath,
Delay, and VHT Channel data *
Supports iDevices, Android,
and WP7 * Shows AirGap
information * Filter out the
results * Can record the result
* Captures BSSID, RSSI,
Channels, Carrier, Radio



Frequency, BSSID, dBm,
Multipath, Propagation, RF
Power, TX Power, Multipath,
Signal Strength, Propagation,
Time, RX Power, TX Power,
Channel * Captures the RSSI,
BSSID, Channels, Signal
strength, dBm, Multipath,
Propagation, Radio Frequency,
TX Power, Multipath,
Propagation, Time, VHT
Channel * Captures BSSID,
RSSI, Channels, Carrier, RSSI,
dBm, Multipath, Propagation,
Radio Frequency, TX Power,
Multipath, Propagation, Time,



RX Power, TX Power, Channel
* Captures BSSID, RSSI,
Channels, Carrier, RSSI, dBm,
Multipath, Propagation, Radio
Frequency, TX Power,
Multipath, Propagation, Time,
RX Power, TX Power, Channel
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KeyMacro is an application
designed to assist Windows
users who want to control their
keyboard functions without
having to type any command or



button sequence. KeyMacro
can control almost every
keyboard function like the Tab,
Caps Lock, Insert, Scroll Lock,
Reset, Print, Stop, Sleep and
Windows Logo keys. KeyMacro
is similar to a Macro Recorder
but also allows you to
configure several sequences
(hotkeys) to be automatically
executed when certain buttons
(keys) are pressed. You can
define and use hotkeys to
control more than one
keyboard function at the same
time. Hotkeys can be assigned



to any button on the keyboard.
KeyMacro also allows you to
set "Jump keys" that can be
used to automatically jump to a
location in the document you
are working on. This feature
can be very useful when you
use multiple documents at the
same time. For example, you
can use the "J" hotkey to jump
to a specific line in a
document. The jump key can
also be used to jump to a
different page in the document
or another document. In
addition to Hotkeys, KeyMacro



offers you the option to show
or hide the keyboard layout
that is being used. You can also
use hotkeys to select different
keyboards. KeyMacro is
compatible with all Microsoft
programs, and it can be used
in either Windows XP,
Windows 7, or Windows 8.
KeyMacro requires the
following software: • One
Windows program such as
Microsoft Office, Notepad or
any text editor that supports
Macro Recorder • Microsoft
Word / MS Excel / MS



Powerpoint • Windows Control
Panel •.NET Framework 2.0
Important Notes: • Hotkeys
must be saved in the correct
sequence. For example, if you
saved the Hotkey for the Caps
Lock key in the "Alt-A"
sequence, you will need to edit
the KeyMacro Hotkey setup,
and change the "Alt-A" Hotkey
to "Caps Lock". • If you want to
assign hotkeys to different
programs, you will have to
create a separate Macro
record for each program. • You
can only assign hotkeys to the



keyboard layout buttons (not to
the function buttons like Ctrl,
Alt, Shift). • You can only
record the hotkeys that are
assigned to keys that are
located on the keys that are in
the keyboard. • The macro
recorder is only able to record
button presses in the keyboard
layout you are using at the
time of recording. If you use
2edc1e01e8
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AirSleuth-Pro is a free.NET
based tool that can help you
examine your laptop's wireless
device to determine its basic
parameters, such as radio
frequency spectrum, Wi-Fi
broadcast range and data
transfer. A powerful Wi-Fi and
radio frequency analyzer
AirSleuth-Pro has a powerful
built-in wireless device, which
can help you examine your
laptop's wireless device to
determine its basic



parameters, such as radio
frequency spectrum, Wi-Fi
broadcast range and data
transfer. The program can help
you tune-up your wireless
device by examining the radio
frequency spectrum and Wi-Fi
broadcast range, and
pinpointing any interference
that may hinder its operations.
Reliable analysis tool The
program also offers a spectrum
analyzer, which you can use to
examine most radio
frequencies. This way, you can
thoroughly examine a range of



frequencies, in order to
determine the best settings for
your wireless device. A
versatile application AirSleuth-
Pro can help you examine your
laptop's wireless device, in
order to see if it is running at
top performance. The program
can also help you examine the
different data transmission
characteristics of the different
Wi-Fi access points. You can
also analyze the data received
and sent between your
wireless device and any
available Wi-Fi access point,



for a deeper understanding of
the wireless protocol in use.
Furthermore, you can run
differential analysis, one for
any 2.4 GHz radio
frequencies(RF for short) and
the other for Wi-Fi broadcast
range and data transfers.
Varied spectrum analysis
methods AirSleuth-Pro features
nine real-time analysis views,
that you can use to analyze the
RF data captured. This way,
you can thoroughly examine
most radio frequencies using
techniques such as full or



differential spectrum, heatmap
or waterfall timecourse and
channel spectrogram. Reliable
results The program can
capture and record data, which
can later be re-analyzed and
used to tune-up your devices in
order to function at optimal
capacity. Buy AirSleuth-Pro on
AirSleuthPro.com AirSleuthPro
is a powerful tool that can help
you examine your laptop's
wireless device to determine
its basic parameters, such as
radio frequency spectrum, Wi-
Fi broadcast range and data



transfer. Reliable results The
program can capture and
record data, which can later be
re-analyzed and used to tune-
up your devices in order to
function at optimal capacity.
Varied spectrum analysis
methods AirS
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What's New In?

The program offers you the
ability to inspect your Wi-Fi
device, as well as analyze the
radio frequency spectrum of
any given RF band. You can
view and capture the detected
signals, as well as the media
bandwidth used by each
detected device and wireless
network. In addition to this,
you can get a complete
overview of the RF
transmissions, by analyzing
broadcast range and



transmission level of any
detected network. Besides this,
you can find out the WiFi
broadcast channel, and
perform various real-time Wi-Fi
scanning. You can also run a
Wi-Fi device scan, by using one
of the many available
protocols. This Wi-Fi tool is
also capable of differentiating
between two or more Wi-Fi
networks. It supports hundreds
of device models, as well as the
most popular brands. Version:
3.1.0 (New Features) -
11.4.2016. How to get



AirSleuth-Pro: For Windows
users, the program is offered
as a standalone application,
which can be downloaded
directly from the program's
site: Also, the AirSleuth-Pro
website is integrated into the
program, and provides more
details on the program itself,
as well as a "Help" button,
which is integrated directly
into the application window.
For Mac OS X users, the
application can be downloaded
from the developers website,
along with the Mac OS X



installer. Welcome to the
ShareMe. Shareme is a
dedicated internet portal
bringing users the latest
shareware & freeware from
the world's best Software
Authors. Shareme allows
Shareware & Freeware
Authors to submit their latest
wares, so you the user are able
to download their latest
software updates all the time,
after they are released! Always
visit Shareme for your software
needs.1. Field of the Invention
The invention relates to a



method of fabricating a
semiconductor device, and
more particularly to a method
of fabricating a semiconductor
device having a three-
dimensional structure, which is
capable of preventing
formation of seams in a silicon
layer. 2. Description of the
Related Art As the integration
of semiconductor devices has
increased, demands for a
photolithography process used
to form an ultrafine pattern
have also increased.
Particularly, the design rule for



a gate electrode has been
reduced down to 0.5 μm or
less, and the design rule for a
contact hole has been reduced
down to 1.0 μm or less. Thus,
the resolution of the
conventional photolithography
process cannot satisfy the
demand for forming an
ultrafine pattern. Accordingly,
a double patterning technology
has been proposed, which
includes a triple patterning
technology of using a double
patterning mask to form a fine
pattern that cannot be formed



by a conventional single
patterning mask, and a double
patterning technology of using
a single patterning mask



System Requirements:

OS: Windows 10/8/7/Vista/XP
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8
GHz / AMD Phenom X4 945
GHz or better Memory: 2 GB
RAM Hard Disk: 500 MB free
hard disk space DirectX:
Version 9.0 or higher Video:
NVIDIA GeForce GT 200 or ATI
Radeon HD 2900 or better
Network: Broadband Internet
connection Sound Card:
DirectX 9 compatible sound
card Additional Notes: If you
are using the
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